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Introduction

Novelties of this work

Despite its practical performance limitations, energy detection has gained popularity during
the last years as a spectrum sensing technique for dynamic spectrum access in cognitive radio
networks. The main advantages of energy detection-based spectrum sensing are its
simplicity, low computational and implementation costs as well as its ability to work
irrespective of the actual signal to be detected. Due to the generality of its operating
principle, the energy detector performance would not be expected to depend on the type of
primary signal being detected. In this context, this work evaluates the performance of energy
detection-based spectrum sensing for several real-world primary signals of various radio
technologies. The obtained results indicate that certain technology-dependent inherent
properties may result in notably different detection performances for various primary signals,
but converge under certain conditions. The practical consequences of the different observed
performances for several primary radio technologies are illustrated and discussed.

• Performance evaluation of spectrum sensing:

Energy detection

- Traditionally: Theoretical studies or simulations based on simple signals
(sine wave carriers, M-PSK/M-QAM,…)
- This work: Based on captured real-world signals.

• Degrading sources:
- Traditionally: AWGN.
- This work: AWGN and other noise sources, as well as propagation
environment (implicitly taken into account).

• Studies based on real-world signals:
- Traditionally: TV signals (IEEE 802.22).
- This work: TV and other radio technologies (GSM, DCS, UMTS, TETRA,
DAB-T, etc). Broader view on energy detection performance.
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Evaluation methodology
Equipment placed
in building roof:
Various radio technologies:

- Direct line-of-sight to nearby primary transmitters.
- High SNR reception conditions.
- A/D TV, TETRA, DAB-T, GSM, DCS, UMTS …

Captured signals:

-

Optimal RF gain factors, decimation rates, etc.
12·106 samples were captured.
First 2·106 samples were removed (to avoid transients).
High-order Butterworth filter (Matlab).

Performance evaluation:

-

In terms of the probability of detection (Pd).
Sequences divided in blocks of N samples (sensing period).
Signal sequence assumed noise-free (high SNR).
Variable AWGN added to obtain different SNR values.
ED principle applied for each set of SNR, N, target Pfa/λ.

Experimental results
N = 100

Conclusions
• ED can be employed regardless of the signal to be detected.
• ED performance depends on the primary radio technology:
• Short sensing period (N):
• High signal variability: Poor detection performance.
• Low signal variability: Good detection performance.
• Increasing sensing period (N):

Test statistic

• Detection performance converges.
• In practice:
• For fixed operating parameters, Pd might (NOT!) be enough
to reliably detect some primary signals.
• Some primary signals more susceptible to interference.
• ED detection performance may strongly depend on the primary
N = 1000

radio technology being detected.

